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Clarification for appearing BACK PAPER Examinations
In UNDER GRADUATE COURSES in the SEMESTER SYSTEM
As per regulation if a candidate fails to appear at any semester examination either in full or
in part or fails in a paper(s), he /she can appear at the back paper(s) as mentioned below:
(i)
If a candidate fails to Secure the Prescribed pass mark of 30% in any paper(s) of
non–Honours Subjects(i.e. Compulsory and Elective) he/she can appear at the
back examination to clear the back papers in next two chances immediately
following that examination for which he has first registered.
However, the candidate has to secure total of 30% marks in Compulsory
subjects (English& MIL) and 30% marks in Elective Subjects taking marks of all the
Four Semester Examinations of First and Second Year (i.e. from 1 st to 4th
Semester) together in order to pass in Compulsory and Elective Papers.
N.B :a.
Appearing Back examination in Compulsory &Elective Papers will
debar a candidate from obtaining DISTINCTION.
b.
Failure to appear any examination in the first chance due to
participation of the candidate in state and national level activities
in games & Sports, NCC & other extracurricular events would not
debar a candidate from the privilege of Distinction and Rank.
(ii) If a candidate fails to secure 45% marks in any papers (s) of the honours subjects,
he/she can appear at the back examinations to clear the back papers in next two
chances immediately following that examination for which he has first registered.
However the candidate has to secure 45%marks in aggregate in honours
subjects taking marks of all the Six Semester Examinations together of First,
Second& Third Year (i.e. from 1st to 6th Semester) in order to retain honours in the
examination.
N.B: Appearing back exam in any paper(s) of Honours subject will debar him/her
from securing the RANK.
(iii)

If a candidate fails to Secure the prescribed pass mark of 30% in Ancillary subjects
and 30% in Foundation subjects taking into account the marks of 5th & 6th
Semester Examinations together , he/she can appear at the back examinations to
clear the back papers in next two chances immediately following that examination
for which he has first registered.
** ** **

